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An important tool for mastering global challenges and promote humane 

digitalization is “social systemic resilience” and “intergenerational learning”. Social 

resilience has been defined as the ability of communities to withstand external shocks 

to their social infrastructure i. Altruism, consider as a form of social cooperation to 

ensure human adaptability to environmental changes ii, is a critical point to understand 

social decision-making iii and intergenerational relationships iv, especially in achieving 

common societal “goals”. Altruism relies on both collective identities and short-term 

thinking vs. long-term thinking logics, which affects how individuals engage to reach 

common “goals”. Social systemic resilience may therefore defined as the ability of 

human groups to work for a common “goal”, from different means (equifinality), 

exchanging information with multi-sources environmental elements, e.g., technological 

practices, natural environment, urban spaces configurations, biographical history of 

communities, intergenerational relationships, and economic-political contexts. A major 

challenge to understand the process involved in social systemic resilience in aging 

societies is to understand how individuals, belonging different generations, interact 

between them according to their environmental, emotional, and technological 

conditions. We propose to explore the role of intergenerational interactions v in social 

cooperation and resilient communities in contemporary cities, shaped by the 

“rapidification” of social exchanges, technological products conditioning modern 

lifestyle, and multi crisis in a global level. A central question arises: to what extent the 

technological factor (and the mediatic sphere of information) shapes social resilience 

and generational dialogue in healthy communities? 
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